C P Patel & F H Shah Commerce College, Anand

C P Patel & F H Shah Commerce College, Anand, Gujarat has decided to celebrate second Saturday of every month as the EBSB Day. As a part of EBSB Day celebration the college organized ‘POSTER MAKING’ competition and ‘CULINARY FEST: PRESENTATION OF CUISINE OF PAIRED STATE CHHATTISGARH’ under the auspicious of the ‘EBSB Club’ on 8 February 2020.

Two themes were given to students for poster making i.e. Culture of Gujarat and Chhattisgarh and Unity in Diversity of India. Total 34 students participated in the poster making competition and 26 took participation in culinary fest.

On the same day B. Com (S.F) and M.Com Department celebrated Samip Din (Dabba Day) as a part of EBSB Day. Total 22 students have participated in the event and display the various recipe of paired state Chhattisgarh. It should be noted that the students learnt many lessons and various skills out of their participation in this competition. Participants put efforts to represent culture of paired state Chhattisgarh through poster and by preparing and displaying various delicious dishes of Chhattisgarh. Dr Ashok Gaur, Assistant Professor at BJVM, V.V.Nagar was invited to judge poster making competition. The entire programme was organized by the EBSB Club Coordinator, Dr Mittal Thakkar and other members of the EBSB Club under the guidance of EBSB Nodal Officer Dr R D Modi.

The Principal of the college, Dr R D Modi encouraged and motivated students to participate in great number in the future events. Faculty members of the college encouraged students to perform well by remaining present in the event.